Hebrew possessive constructions

Hebrew has two possessive constructions:

(1) Ordinary possession (OP):

hu shavar et ha-yad shel
he broke ACCUSATIVE the-hand my

(2) Possessive dative (PD):

hu shavar li et ha-yad
he broke to.me ACCUSATIVE the-hand

The PD construction is a recent borrowing from European languages. While still considered somewhat substandard, it has been gradually gaining ground. In most European languages, the two constructions are not interchangeable: PD is used when the possessor is perceived to be affected by an event (König and Haspelmath 1998).

There has been some debate about the status of affectedness in the Hebrew PD (Landau 1999, Pylkkänen 2002). Recent work has shown that while affectedness still plays a role in guiding speakers' choices between PD and OP, that role is definitely weaker than in the European prototype (Linzen, submitted).

Hypothesis: PD is undergoing historical change, from the European affectedness prototype to a general purpose possessive construction.

The possessor is most clearly affected when the possessed object is a body part. In addition, it is easy to determine in a corpus whether the possession is a body part or not — an quantifiable objective proxy for the subjective notion of affectedness.
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Data set and analysis

- Possessive sentences were extracted from the Israblog corpus, which has 165 million tokens
- The site encourages bloggers to specify their age and gender
- Heterogeneous mix of genres: important for studying substandard constructions
- There’s a lot of polysemy in the dative construction, so 203 verbs were manually selected for which the dative construction is unambiguously possessive
- The final dataset consisted of 49425 tokens of OP and PD drawn from 1745 blogs. The possessed object was automatically classified as either a body part or another type of object
- The choice between the two possessive constructions was analyzed using a mixed effects logistic regression in R with a random intercept and random slope for the body part predictor (structure justified by model comparison)

Summary of results

- Younger bloggers are less sensitive than older bloggers to the association between body parts and PD
- Hebrew PD is drifting away from the European affectedness prototype and becoming a general possessive construction
- Age-marked blog platforms provide useful apparent-time corpora for studying language change
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